
 

 

 

 
 

 
The 2015 AHRI Conference 

 
21-22 September 

 
Hosted by the Belgrade Centre for Human Rights 

 

Call for papers from PhD students: “Human Rights and Universality” 

 

The 2015 AHRI Conference will be hosted by the Belgrade Centre for Human Rights on 21-22 

September 2015, with “Human Rights and Universality” as the main theme. During the first day of 

the conference, one session will be organized as a parallel panel session for PhD students based on 

submitted papers. PhD students from AHRI member institutions are invited to submit papers 

addressing issues within the conference’s main theme. Accepted papers will be presented during 

the parallel panel session, and be commented on by AHRI Faculty. 

 

The conference will focus on four sub-themes: Religion; gender; immigration; the European Union 

(please see below). PhD students who discuss issues relating to the universality of human rights 

within these four thematic areas are particularly encouraged to submit papers, but papers from 

other thematic areas can also be accommodated. PhD students from all academic disciplines are 

invited to submit papers. Submitted papers can address either substantive or 

methodical/methodological issues. 

 

Interested PhD students are asked to send a 200-250 words abstract to Inga Bostad, 

Director, Dr.philos, Norwegian Center for Human Rights (inga.bostad@nchr.uio.no) no later than 

June 1st 2015. Completed papers will then be required no later than 14 September 2015. 

 

The conference organizers will attempt to provide funding for all or parts of the costs for 

participating PhD students, but each PhD student should be prepared to seek funding from their 

home institution. 
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Conference concept note 

 

Human Rights and Universality  

 

Current debates about the universality of human rights versus traditional, local and religious values 

and practices form part of a long tradition. The debate started even before the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights was adopted in 1948 by discussing what are common human values 

and how local and regional perceptions of justice and injustice, law and religion, square with 

international human rights principles. The universality debates today look markedly different from 

just a few decades ago. Human rights as a concept is today accepted in a majority of countries. 

Therefore a large part of the universality debate does not concern whether, for instance, human 

rights as a concept is Western or non-Western, but rather how human rights should be interpreted 

in the context of different cultural contexts. The legitimacy of human rights is still being questioned 

and human rights skepticism still abounds. However, new ways of approaching the universality of 

human rights are emerging. 

 

The conference will focus on 4 topics, each of which provides a state of the art of current research 

on human rights as a universal principle: 

 

 

Gender and the Right to Equality: how to achieve women’s human rights without affecting a 

group’s cultural identity  

 

Organized by Dr. Ingrid Westendorp and Dr. Katarzyna Sekowska-Kozlowska 

 

The basic idea of universality is that all human beings are entitled to human rights irrespective of 

sex, (marital) status, circumstances, sexual orientation, or cultural background. Irrespective of the 

fact that the great majority of the States in the world have taken human rights obligations upon 

themselves, many cultural and religious societies are founded on the idea that the rights that 

individuals enjoy are based on the fact that they belong to a group and the status they have within 

this group. The problem that women are faced with is that their status is perceived as being 

different and inferior from that of men. Women are not only discriminated against because of their 

sex, particularly their reproductive capacities, but also because of gendered stereotypes about how 

women and men are supposed to function in society. This affects women all over the world, but is 

worse in groups that reject the idea of universal rights since they do not wish to achieve equality 

between women and men.  

 



 

 

The panel will examine existing stereotypes and prejudices that are harmful to women with a view 

to find out which actors would be best suited to change people’s mindsets about gendered roles 

and which methods could be used to modify harmful traditions and customs without discrediting 

the cultural identity or religion of a group.  

 

 

Freedom of Religion or Belief: a right under pressure? 

 

Organized by Dr. Sylvie Langlaude and Dr. Eva Maria Lassen 

 

The right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief is never quite far from the headlines 

and is often linked to the issue of the universality of human rights. First of all, the very status of the 

right to freedom of religion or belief as a universal standard is habitually called into question. This 

applies both to the scope of religious freedom, notably the very right to have a religion and to 

change it. And it applies to concrete cases of persecution of religious groups. Second, there are 

numerous assumptions of conflicts, or clashes, between religious freedom and other human rights, 

such as freedom of expression (as the Charlie Hebdo events in January 2015 highlighted) or LGBT 

rights (as cases in employment or the provision of goods and services let us suppose). How to 

approach such conflicts of rights are far from universally agreed upon. Third, the question of 

reasonable accommodation is by its very nature relative to the concrete situation, thus giving 

elasticity to the universal standards. This applies to, for instance, direct and indirect discrimination 

in the workplace, the manifestation of religious beliefs in the secular workplace, and whether 

conscience-based clauses can be the appropriate response to the situation faced by some religious 

minority groups. 

 

The panel will address these challenges facing freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief 

today, with a view to determine how international human rights bodies and courts should deal with 

the right, and whether the existing legal instruments for the protection of religious freedom are 

sufficient.  

 

 

Protecting the Rights of Others: the democratic challenge of securing human rights to 

migrants, refugees and stateless persons 

 

Organized by Dr. Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen 

 

Foreigners, such as migrants, refugees and stateless persons, remain some of the most vulnerable 

groups today. Whereas the focus of the human rights project was always to make states 

responsible towards their own citizens, the plight of foreigners has mainly been dealt with by 



 

 

specialized regimes, placing a palliative responsibility on receiving states as opposed to the 

countries of origin. As asylum and immigration have become increasingly politicized issues, the 

political and popular support to upholding human rights to foreigners has equally diminished. In 

recent years, states have sought to apply minimalist understandings of their international 

obligations and to adopt policies creatively circumventing or shifting obligations otherwise owed. 

Moreover, the protection afforded by human rights to refugees and immigrants is increasingly used 

as a lynchpin for engaging broader political discussions about the continued relevance and validity 

of international human rights as such. 

 

This panel will examine recent developments across different specialized regimes relating to 

foreigners (e.g. the 1951 Refugee Convention, the 1954 Stateless Convention and the 1990 Migrant 

Workers Convention) as well as within general human rights law. In addition, it will examine the role 

of asylum and immigration in the relation to current debates on universality of human rights and 

the role of international human rights institutions. 

 

Universality and the European Union: a tale of autonomy, coherence, good intentions and 

selectivity 

 

Organized by Prof. Jan Wouters 

 

Since the Lisbon reforms, the EU Treaty has paid tribute to the ‘universal values of the inviolable 

and inalienable rights of the human person’ and to ‘the universality and indivisibility of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms’, which ‘have inspired its own creation, development and 

enlargement’, but which it also ‘seeks to advance in the wider world’ and which must underpin all 

of its policies and actions. The EU is a fierce defender of human rights globally and is combating 

cultural relativism in this respect. Yet the EU has faced criticism regarding the universality of various 

aspects of its human rights policies. For example, some have argued that a number of expansive 

interpretations of human rights advocated by the EU, for example on gender issues, were not part 

of the universal body of international human rights law. In addition, the European Court of Justice 

has been emphasizing the autonomy of the EU legal order vis-à-vis international (human rights) law 

and protection mechanisms. Moreover, the EU has been accused of being selective in its human 

rights priorities, and notably in favouring civil and political rights over economic, social and cultural 

rights. Last but not least, the consistency or compatibility of various EU and Member State practices 

with international human rights law, especially with regard to migration, has also been questioned. 

 

This panel will examine the merits of these criticisms as applied to various EU internal and external 

policy fields, and attempt to uncover to what extent the EU aligns itself with universal human rights 

standards. 

 


